
Peripatetic axiom

Description

Nihil est in intellectu
quod non sit prius in sensu
Transl.: Nothing is in the intellect that was not first in the senses

Thomas Aquinas’s version:
“Praeterea, nihil est in intellectu quod non sit prius in sensu.“
(from De veritate, Q2, A3, a19).

Leibniz added :
“… nisi intellectus ipse“
(except the intellect itself).
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“This article aims at discussing the origin of an indian argument quoted by a member of the peripatetic
school at the end of the 4th century bc. aristoxenus’ 53rd fragment tells the surprising story of a
(fictitious) meeting between socrates and an indian in athens. challenging socrates and his definition of
philosophy as investigations about human life, the indian argues that it is not possible for anyone to
understand human matters (?? ????????? ????????) without considering divine ones (???????? ??
?? ????). this argument, even though it clearly belongs to internal greek philosophical debates, echoes
the genuine and typically indian axiom that knowledge of the human self is knowledge of god and vice-
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versa, which is one of the major commonplaces in traditional brahmanic thought. by discussing
successively the historical context of the fragment, some related platonic passages and some indian
parallels on the issue, the article shows that aristoxenus’ fragment is one of the first and only texts,
historically, in which a typical greek philosophical argument is challenged by an authentic indian
proposition translated into an argument based on greek conceptual categories.”
Ciulei, T.. (2009). Nihil est in intellectu quod non primus fuerit in sensu. The limits of gnoseologic 
paradigm, from Aristotle to Locke. Cultura. International Journal of Philosophy of Culture and Axiology
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